
MR721
MediaRange Screen Cleaning Spray with microfibre cloth, 250ml

MediaRange cleaning products are perfect for your office and small electronic devices. Our
diverse range of cleaning products gently removes dirt, dust and fingerprints streak free. The
liquid contains anti-static materials and is free from substances such as alcohol, butylglycol and
methanol.



FEATURES

Content: 250ml spray and microfibre cloth (approx. 40x40cm)
Packaging: cleaning spray and cleaning cloth
Provides streak free cleaning
Rapid self-drying
Contains anti-static materials
Removes dust, dirt and fingerprints
Also suitable for cleaning glass, metal and sensitive surfaces
Free of substances such as alcohol, butylglycol and methanol
Non-flammable
Made in Germany

Download productinformation sheet

APPLICATIONS

ideal for cleaning smartphones, tablets, TFT-/LCD monitors, laptop screens, PDAs and anti-
glare filters as well as treated and untreated glass surfaces
ideal for cleaning computer housing, keyboards and other computer equipment
Also suitable for cleaning glass, metal and sensitive surfaces
Continuous cleaning increases the lifetime of your device

Product and safety data sheet:

Please download the product and safety data sheet for MediaRange Screen Cleaning Spray with microfibre cloth, 250ml (Item no.: MR721) here

.

 

Operating and safety instructions:

Spray the liquid onto the microfiber cloth and clean the surface thoroughly. Then remove any residual liquid with a dry section of the microfibre
cloth.

Please check and observe the remarks provided by the device manufacturer before cleaning the device. 

/showfile_en.php?did=11
http://www.mediarange.de/showfile_en.php?did=27


Make sure that your device is switched off and allowed to cool off (if necessary, unplug the mains plug). 

Do not exert excessive pressure. This will avoid scratching the surface with dust.

To make sure that the materials are compatible, please test on a small, inconspicuous surface before using on a large area.

Do not use water to clean the device!

Do not use solvents such as petrol, acetone or alcohol!

Please follow the governmental regulations for disposal 

EAN Code Piece:4260057126054

EAN Code Carton:4260057127815
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